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ABSTRACT

Experimental carbon heating units to boil water for reconstituting
precooked dehydrated foods were developed at the U. S. Army Natick
Laboratories and produced in contractor's pilot plant for field and
laboratory study. These were designated as Phase I units. As a result
of further experimentation and based on the test findings, the
contractor produced an improved unit that was designated as Phase II.

Both units consistad of carbon fuel, igniter, stove support,
base reflector, and shield or chimney. The Phase I fuel was a char-
coal slab with perforations. The reflector was of rigid aluminum.
At an ambient temperature of 68°F, this unit boiled 6 quarts cf water
in 10 minutes and, at an ambient temperature of 464F7, thawed snow or
ice and boiled the resultant water in 22 minutes. In Phase II,
several types of fuel were developed, the most promising of which was
made from comarcially available char fuel briquettes broken into
approximately 1-inch pieces. Inexpensive fiberboard and aluminum
foil replaced the rigid aluminum as reflector and the stove support
was made of 4 simple parts. Under the same ambient conditions, these
units brought 6 quarts of water to a boil in 14 minutes and thawed
snow or ice and boiled the resultant water in 30 minutes.

Although the Phase 1I units required slightly more heating time,
their cost, esti-ated at about $1.00 each in quantities of 100,000,
ZZ2s approximately one-fifth that of the Phase I units.

viii



DEVeLOPMENT OF A CARBON HEATING UNIT

I. Introduction

Through the years, the U. S. Army has provided ý.he soldier
with several types of heating units for preparing hie food in the
field. Of irterest recently has been a heating unit that would boil
the six or seven quarts of water, or thaw ice and subsequently boil
the water, required to reconstitute dehydrated meal packages. The
U. S. Army Natick Laboratories has been investigating the possibility
of such a unit that would use charcoal as the potential low-cost fuel.

An experimental unit developed by the NLABS consisted of a
perforated fuel cake (1 in. thick, 10-1/4 in. square, with 144 5/8-in.
holes), an igniter, a stove support, a base reflector, and a shield
for heat conservation. This unit brought 6 quarts (12-1/2 pounds)
of water from ice t.o a boil in 21 minutes at a temperature of 50 0 P.
and in 30 minutes at -40 0 F, An empty 6-in-1 meal container was used
for the water. (A 25-in-1 meal container containing 3 gallons of
water could also be used but would require two heating units placed
side by side.) The fuel cake weighed 1.8 (± 0.1) pounds, and the
complete heater 2.8 pounds packaged in a polyethylene bag.

The schedule of contract drawn up with the MSA Research
Corporation (MARC) stated in Article I, Section A, that using the
NLABS unit, "6 quarts of water can be boiled in 8-1/2 minutes at 68 0 F,
and in 30 minutes at -40F. It requires approximately 50 minutes
to thaw snow ard ice and boil the subsequent water." The performance
specifications for one carbon heating unit were that it a) boil 6 to
7-1/2 quarts of water at low ambient temperatures (below freezing)
in less than 15 minutes, and b) thaw snow and ice and boil the
resultant water at low ambient temperatures in less than 30 minutes.
General requirements were that a) the charcoal burn without smoke or
odor, b) the unit be t-sable in sheltered but ventilated areas,
c) procedures; be developed and cormercial carbonizing equipment used
to produce the fiel, d) the effit-lency be determined of fuels, such
as charcoal that has been commerc: ally produced from select wood
precut to the required form, for easy ignition and rapid burning,
and e) an expendable stove be developed that is light in weight and
easy to assemble. Also required was that the unit have structural
integrity and not be damaged or tecome inoperative after air drop.

It was hoped that MSARC would further develop the fuel and
stove and the man-fact-uring methods so that ease of ignition would be
improved, less carbon monoxide produced, the weight and volume of the
unit decreased, and the cost reduced. To this end, several types of
fuels were inveqtigated, perf,.orma:-e trade-offs -iere stu• ied, and



value analyses were conducted. Production was divided into two
phases. In Phase I, MSARC was to produce 750 units of the original
NIAB35 design for field tests at Fort Lee (Virginia) and Fort Greely
(Alaska). A Phase II production of 500 units was to incorporate
design and cost improvements suggested by the data from the Phase I
units and by other experimental fuels and stoves from M"PBS and
MSARC Labs.

Projected requirements for the carbon heating unit are on the
order of one million per year. While the production of only 500
would result in a higher unit cost than would mass production, the
cost as related to m nufacturing methods would be projected on a
mase Production basis.



II. Phase I Carbon HeUting Unit

A. Production

The 750 heating units produced by MSARC during Phase I
(Fig.1) followed the experimental design developed at Natick.
They included a fuel slab (with igniter strip) encased in a
chicken-wire cage wnd wrapped in foil, a wire-frame stove to hold
the fuel and support the water container, a sheet aluminum (15-mil)
reflector base that lowered time to boil and served as a leveling
support for the stove, and a foil chimney,, plus plastic (for water-
proofing) and paper wrappingF, cardboard carton, and wooden crate.
The total weight was 2.8 pounds.

1. Fuel Cakes

The fuel cakes, which were of similar composition and
geometry to those developed at Natick, were made up in 25-batch
lots. No scale-up problem was encountered. Performance tests, made
on one cake from each batch of 25, showed the fuel to be homogeneous.
Each 25-batch mix had the following ingredients:

Charcoal, hardwood, 300-mesh
air float 35 lb

Iron oxide, Glidden J-ll0 9 " 6 oz
Sugar 6 " 4"
Starch, briquetting 3 " 6 "

MSARC found that the best method of forming and
perforating the fuel cakes was by pressing and piercing them
simultaneously. Extrusion was considered as an alternative method
and a sample of the mix was taken to a plastic extrusion firm to
ascertain if it was compatible with their equipment, for the char-
coal mix is unusual in consistency and behaves somewhat like plastic
putty in that It is pliant and spreads out when vibrated. However,
the extrusion method was found to be impractical, not only because
of the type of mix but, primarily, because of the size of the cake
(10-1/4 in 7 10-1/4 in x 1 in) and, further, the large capital
investment req uired for the discs and the time-consuming labor
required by the technique itself.

Although the MISARC fuel cakes were ostensibly like the
experimental ones. NA•ABS found, upon testing some of those made
during the early stage of production, that they required six minutes
longer to bring water to a boll. This difference in results was

3



PHASE I CARBON HEATING UNIT
(Packaged)

PHASE I CARBON HEATING UNIT

WITH SIX-IN-ONE MEAL CONTAINER
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attributed to smaller perforations in the fuel cage. The 3/8-inch
rubber plugs in the die at NLABS produced 5/8-inch holes while the
3/8-inch steel plugs in the MSARC die produced 3/8-inch holes.
MSARC then modified its die so that the subsequent Phase I cakes
(Licluding most of those tested in Alaska) were of the larger-hole
type and were 144 to a cake.

2. Wire Cage

The pre-cut chicken-wire cage for the fuel cake was
formed and stapled by hand. Special care was required to encase
the fuel cake and igniter sheet firmly; it was a time-consuming
operation.

3o Chimney

The chimney, or convective windshield, without which
the unit would not boil water, was made from 1-1/2 mil olive drab
(2 coats) Reynolds aluminum foil, 1235-0 temper, similar to Reynolds
Experimental Type FXL20308. The tight production schedule
necessitated that the chimneys be assembled by hand in an apparatus
where the aluminum foil could be unwound, folded, and cut. Altnough
MSARC has folding machines (used in the production of filters) and
although machine folding would have lowered labor costs, the foil
was too fragile to be handled in this way.

4. Stove, Reflector, and Ignite2r

While the fuel cakes, wire cage, and chimney were made
by MSARC w-ith specially adapted equipment, jigs, and tools, the
stove, reflector, and igniter were made comercially according to
MSARC specifications. These all proved to be expensive. Little
reduction in cost was foreseen as possible, even for larger quan-
tities of the stove and reflector, hence redesign was indicated.

The Delrin igniter was made of virgin material. It

was believed that used material would reduce the cost by 60 percent.

B. Production Cost Analysis

The Phase I unit was found to be prohibitively expensive,
largely because of the preparation which involved the following
time-consuming operations.,

5



a. Hydc,,''z2ng the starch and sugar
in a ja'iketcd vs6se-. equipped with
an air-actuated stirrer, at 170'F.

b. Ydxing the hardwood, 300-mesh, air
float charcoal with iron oxide powder;
adding the starch-sugar mix; and
blending into a homogeneous mass
(,--"ally water must be added to give
the proper consistency).

c. Removing the mix &nd placing weighed
amounts into a mold that has 144
tapered pins that pierce the cake
as it is pressed into shape.

d. Stripping the molds and placing the
cakes in drying ovens (a 3-man
operation), where they are held at
180°F for several hours.

e. Double-wrapping the dried cakes
with pre-cut aluminum foil, with
seams alternating to prevent burning
during the subsequent carbonization.

f. Carbonizing the cakes in an 800oF
oven for 4 hours to reduce the
starch and sugar to carbon.

g. Carefully cooling the cakes before
unwrapping (charcoal still warm
from carbonization will spontaneously
ignite).

The steps required by the entire operation are given in
Exhibit A. Eihibit B itemizes the cost of the materials, which total
$2.33. The total cost of the Phase I unit including labor at $3.00
per hour, was $5.00.

6



O-FEATION SEQUENCE FCIR PHkSE I CARBON -EATINO UNIT

Each Piece

SOperation Description a Tools

1 Cut wrapping foil 0.0088 Scissors

2 Cut chicken wire and bake 0.0621 Wire shears,
oven

3 Cellulose tabs and paint 0.0100 Scissors, spray
gun

4 Staple tabs to igniter 0.0078 Table stapling
fixtures

5 Fold, cut, form, and staple 0.1050 Cutting table,
chimney notching and

table stapler

6 Prepare cake materials, mix to 0.4200 Mixer, press,
proper consistency, weigh out ovens
one cake- prepack mold, finish
packing mold and assemble,
pressing and punching holes in-
to cake! strip? load arying
oven (3-man operation)

7 Unload drying oven and double- 0.0870 Bench
wrap cakes with precut foil
for charring

8 Unload charring oven, cool 0.0285 Bench
caices , and unwrap

9 Form precut chicken wire and 0.0665 Bench
encase cake and igniter within
wireý fold wire over cake and
assemble; hog-ring enclosed
cake to wire stove

10 Assemble contents and pack in 0.0385 Bench
plastic bag

ll Heat-seal bag 0.0350 Heat sealer

12 Wrap and pack bags in carton C.0140 Bench
(10/carton)

13 Pack cartons in crate, stencil, 0. 0090 Stencil equip-
and nail (10 cartons/crate) ment

Total 0.8922
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EXHIBIT B

MATERIAL COST OF PHASE I CARBON HEATING UNIT
(on basis of 750 units)

Unit Cost
Item ($)

1 Fuel

Charcoal 0.0650

Iron oxide 0.0319

Sugar 0.0316

Starch, briquetting 0.0135 0.1420

2 Stove 0.7500

3 Base reflector (aluminum) 0.4500

4 Delrin igniter 0.1893

5 Chinmey, aluminum foil 0.2120

6 Plastic bag 0.0467

7 Fuel cage 0.0737

8 Fuel cage rings 0.0300

9 Wrapping foil, aluminum 0.0723

10 Instruction sheet 0.0500

11 Packing paper 0.0340

12 Cardboard cartons 0.0277

13 Wood crate, prorated over 750 units 0.2500

Total $2.3277
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C. Test Hesults

1. Cold Weather Pertortmance

Performance tests conducted on 500 Phase T units at -4O>F
in Alaska were favo:rable (USATECOM f7-.3-0O25802-K (59rvice Test-Alaska),
substarnt-Jating results thlat had been obtained in the NIABS Arctic
Chambers (Table I). In Nat ick, the performance of both the 3/8- arid
5/8-in..h holed fuel cakes of Phase I was compared with that of fuel
cakes made at NITAM and of other experimental fuels, one of whi-ch Wass
a perforated hardwood slab dixectly carbonized at 800OF in a coimmercial
retort. The hardwood slab had poor heating performance. Shriinkaqe.
and distortion also detracted from the d~irect carbonization of hIArdwood
board as a fuel.

2, Carbon Monoxf.de Production

At Fort Lee Virgimaa the U. S,. A-rn General Eq~ui~pment
Test Activity (GETA) conducted a car-bon moroxde concentration stud-v
of Phase I units in 5-man Armyk teints and reported that the units did
not produce dangerous levels of CO, However, in tests made by MS.ARC,
where an Army tenat was monitored -by an MHSA Mlodel 300 Carbon Monoxide
Lira, CO in excess of 100 ppm was recorded~, Th-is levcol is coznsidered to-
be harmful. M'SARC also measured CO product-,on :Ln a closed (uniientllated)
4000-cubic foot chamber, with results as 5hown in Figure 2. ?iSA findings
corroborate the assumption that. ventilation is a factor in CGO concent~ra-~
tion but that,. under proper cond~itions It should be possible to avocid
harmful CO accumlaticm..s

III. Exeiet'Po-a

The experimental pr ogr am was divided irvr.o physical and
chemical investigations. The physical irlve-stigatior's included the
geometry of the fuel cakes as we'4. a-3 of the briq-.,ette,- also the
distance between the fuel and the water contai.ner and the fuiel and
base reflector. The chemrn-cal inivestigations encom~passedi primarily,
the fuels and the igniter components of the carbon heating u-n-it and
their influence on pei-formance,

A.. hyj:Ical Investjjga~tions with 7Fuels

1. Fuel Cake of Phase .

Results of combustion and geometry tests a-r. shown in
Tables II and III (pp 12.13 and )4), where cake size and o3mPcs;-Iti-;on a nd
hole size and shapes were varied,, No improvement was o-)served when the

9



'TA.ZTE T

CoId Weather Performance at NLABS of Phase I Heaters

Water at Start Time from Start (min) Heat Delivery. Btg
Fuel
(No.) State TeMR(°C) To Boil To Stop Boil (_per nin)**(rI

MSA-ET* liquid + 3.0 38.0 -- -- -18 0 C,
MSA-ST solid -16.7 22.0 3., 218 2960 20 mph wind
121A-Br liquid + 0.7 13.0 29 179 1935
MSA-FT solid -27,.0 43.0 - - --. 28C,

MSA-ST liquid + 7.8 N2.8 60 145 3025 3-4 mph wind
MSA-ST solid - 31.1 29.2 65 132 4120
121A-B,- solid -30.0 28.5 64 147 3550
1 22-A-Su liquid + 1.7 26.0 69 73 2633

KA ET* liquid - 5.0 26.5 -- - -- -400 C,
MSA-ET* solid -35.5 41.0 - -- - 3-4 mph wind
MSA-ST liquid +12.f-5 14.8 63 123 3303
121A-S1 solid -38.9 31.5 67 131 2750
"121A-S1 liquid + 7.8 13.0 59 165 3170

MSCR-4 liquid + 1.7 36.0 56 69 4460 -40 0C,
MSAR-5 liquid + 0.0 58.0 80 40 2650 4 mph wind
MSAR-6 liquid + 4.4 26.0 70 79 2720

*Tests conducted at NLAB by GETA (U.S. Arny General Equipment Test Activity,
Fort Lee, Va.)

Fuel Code: MSA-BT =mfd by MSARC 3/8 in. holes also tested by GETA (Eng. Test)
MSA-Sr mfd by MSARC 5/8 in. holes (Service Test)
121A-Br = made at NLABS corrugated oval briquettes with hardwood

charcoal and iron oxide
121A-Su = made at NLABS an uncarbonized slab
121A-Sl = made at NLABS hardwood charcoal and iron oxide slab,

carbonized
MSla-5 = mfd by MSARC carbonized block of white oak, with holes
MSAR-4,6 = NIABS slabs carbonized in retorts c Otto Chem. Co.

for MSARC

*Btu per minute measure' from initial temperature to 710C.
***Btu per pound measured from initial temperature to end of boil.

10
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TABLE II - COMBUSTION TESTS WITH CHARCOAL FUEL CAKES

Charcoal Fuel Cake

Composition: Charcoal - 64.8
Starch - 6.2%
Sugar - n.6%
Iron Oxide - 17.4% (Glidden J-110)

Igniter: Delrin Sheet, 10 nil thick (ecept No. 11. & 16, which were Celcon)

Test. Conducted with Water Container and Heat Shiald

. Tam (IF) Wind Time to Total Water Therm.*
Teat Weight Ambient Water Velocity Boil Time Evap. Elf.
J_ Fuel Cake Descriptioti n (MPH) __ _ Law J L Rgs.rks

1 134-3/S in. Sia. holes 810 69 74 2-5 14-33 - 8-13 46 Glidden A-130 iron
pouder in fuel.

2 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 783 69 72 Slight, 18- 0 - 6 -8 38 Glidden A-130 iron
powder.

3 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 724 75 74 0-5 16-45 89 6 -0 40 Used 15 lb water,
A-130 iron in fuel.

1. 141i-3/8 in. dia. holes 796 77 82 5-10 14- 0 81 7-9 41 Used 15 lb water,
A-130 iron in fuel.

5 1.4-3/8 in. dia. holes - 67 69 3-5 15-15 - - - Fuel cake the type
sent to Ft. Lee. This
fuel and subsequent
fuel cakes prepared
with iron oxide
(Glidden J-110).

6 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 893 60 42 0 19-55 85 5- 8 38 Smoked considerably.

7 1"-3/8 in. dia. holes - 72 72 Test made in cobustion
chamber, data collected
on 00 vs time.

Ba 144-3/8 in. dis. holes - 72 72 13-30 - - Test conducted to com-
pare KMAR fuel cake

9b 14-3/8 in. dia. holes(NIABS) - 72 76 10-30 - - with QEC fuel. Fuel
cake Ob prepared with

Be Per-forated 10 in. sq. cake - 72 68 - 50- - - sponge Iron, c witt.
(NLASS) internal igniser

(nt•ratee) and sroked.

9a 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 843 74 71 3-5 16- 0 - - - Repeat of run 8. Again
sho'ed t)iat larger

9b 144-3/8 in. dia. holos(NLABS) - 74 68 - U-30 - - - holes in QMC fuel cake
9b, was more rapid in

9a Perforated 10 in. sq. cake - 74 78 19-20 - - - bringing water to a
(NIABS) boil. Fuel cake 9b

contained Clidden J-110
iron oxide, 9c Internal
i4nter.

l0& 144-3/8 in. dia. holes - 74 79 11-50 54 - - Study effect of larger
taper hole. Definite

lOb 11/.-3/8 in. die. holes - 74 68 - 17-45 67 - - help to have igniter
tabs to start off.

lla 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 817 76 68 0-2 13-15 65 - - Appears taper hold Is
helpful, nitrocellulose

llb 144-5/8 in. to 3/8 in. 821 76 71 0-2 11-25 65 - - tabs used with DeIrin
dia. holes igniter to this test.

12a 14-3/8 in. dia. holes 923 82 74 10-20 21- 0 82 - - Delrin tabs used here-
after on Igniter sheet.

12b 1"-5/8 in. dia. holes to 880 82 74 10-20 17-35 77 - - Comparison run to
3/8 in. dia. holes check taper.

~a 1.44-3/8 in. dia. holes 833 69 68 0-10 16-55 - - - Deepen grooves.

13b 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 846 69 49 0-10 19-20 - Filed surface and holes.

13c 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 865 69 68 0-10 16-45 - As is.

13d 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 888 69 68 0-10 20-20 - Filed surface - holes.
(13a,b,c,d) Run to
check effect of rough-
ing surfaces. Not
m•ch help. Hole size
more critical.

14 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 827 90 70 0-5 16-15 -Etra thick (0.025 in)
Celcon sheet. Some
flame and smoke. Odcr
does not seem as bad a5
Delrin.

*Sao Appendix B for sample calcul'ation
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TABLE II - COMBUSTION TESTS WITH CHARCOAL FUEL CAKES (Contd)

-l (a F Wind Time to Total Water Therm.
Test Weight Ambient Water Velocity Boil Time Bvap. Eff.

No. Fuel Cake Descript'on .- Ml. (-) J L. in-ee LVIPI lb-oz W Remarim

15 144-3/8 in. die. holes 650 78 65 0 10-30 - - Teeted in cab. chamber.

16 144-3/8 in. dia. holes 695 78 70 0 IO-O - - - Celcon igniter. 0.010"
thick. Test in
cmbustion chamber.
Strong odor.

17 144-5/8 to 1/2 in. taper 775 72 68 3-5 Vi-50 65 - - To check tapered holes.
dia. holes

18 144-1/2 in. dia. holes 745 72 68 3-5 12-50 53 - - Check 1/2 in. dia.
hole v previous 3/8"
holes.

19 144-1/2 in, dia. holes 745 58 66 0-5 12-30 - - -
(Repeat of 18)

20 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. *tper 762 58 67 0-5 10-45 - - - Larger dia. holes
are beneficial.

21a 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 792 71 70 0 10-25 5*1 - - The 5/8 in. dia.
holes look best thus

21b 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 765 71 68 0 10-50 49 - - far.
22a 144-5/8 in, x 1/2 in. taper 818 77 74 2-5 12-45 55 - - Check std. heat prod.

batch and check cake
22b 1"4-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 707 77 75 2-5 12--C 55 - - weight vs time to boll.
23 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper - 6U 68 0-10 1'-15 52 - - Flaming all way to

bd.1.4n time. Box
coated with thite residue.Did4 not apper to imrove
boliM• Mra.

24a 114-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 762 83 70 0-2 11-15 51 - - Appears that heavmpr
(lighter cake) coke is sower inboilingK. (hAfher density)

24b 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 823 83 21 0-2 16-30 62 - - does burn longer.
(heavier cake)

25a 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 712 52 69 0-2 10-15 55 - - Weight difference may
25b 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 ia, t4per 763 52 65 0-2 12- 0 55 - - asek cracked vs whole

(cracked or broken cakes sa .

26a 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 780 83 Iri 5-8 13- 0 54 - - looks like dirty mold
(mold clean at start) dose not allow full

penetration of pins
26b 144-5/8 in. x 1/2 in. taper 770 83 68 5-8 14-10 55 - - throug cake.

(mold dirty at end)

27a 144-5/8 in. dis. holes 779 45 68 0 9-50 52 - - Check proJuction cake.
Both cr-acked a$l31 ly

27b 1"-5/8 in. die. holes 774 45 64 0 11-15 53 - - Took 0almin 2-1/2 min.
to burn completely.
Test 27a from heat 15,
test 27b heat 16.

28a 144-5/8 in. dis. holes 018 52 63 0-5 12-10 62 - - Testa measure time to
melt. ice and boil,

28b 144-5/8 in. dia. holes 816 52 -109 0-5 18-30 65 - - compaead to wate.,

(ice, Ambient air at 520F.
Ice eubcoqled In cold
box. Cakes from Heat
17, Typ sent Ft.
Greely, Alaska.

n9a 1"-5/8 in. dis. holes 816 50 -109 2-5 20-55 - - - Fuel cakes in test 29a
(ice) aed 29b from Heat 18.

29c fuel cake from
29b 14•-5/8 in. dis. holes 813 50 68 2-5 12- 7 55 - - Heat 8, Tests compared

two heats; no apprec-
29c 144-5/8 in. to 1/2 in. dia. 800 50 67 2-5 11- 0 50. - - iablu difference; and

variation in time to
boil water as opposed
to Ice.
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TABLE III - COMBUSTION TESTS BASED ON GEOMETRY OF CHARCOAL FUEL CAKES

Charcoal Fuel Cake.

Size: 10-1/4 in. x 10-1/14 in.
Composition: Charcoal - 64.81

Starch - 6.2%
Sugar - 11.6%
Irc- Oxide - 17.4% (Glidden J-110)

Igniter: Delrin Sheet, 10 ail thick
Tests Conducted with 6-1/2 qts Water and Heat Shield

Ratio
Surface Weight Tamp 7F wind Time to Total Water Theial

Test to Volume (of Cake) Velocity Boil Ties Evap. Eff.
Na. Fuel Cake Deecr:Xtion (1/f) (o) Amient Waer (MM) (nraa-ei) IaQil Ub)gz) M..JIL Iarke

38a 169-1/2 in. square holes - 96 957 53 61 0 11-30 57 9 - 2 40.8 Se. of the char-
cake 1-1/4 in. thick coal faen off in

chunks.

38b 121-7/16 .n. hex shape holes - 147 825 53 62 0 11-30 57 7 - 4 39.2 Test war pro-
cake 1-1/4 in. thick duetlon fuel cake

38c 144-5/8 in. dia. holes - 87 790 53 64 0 11-30 57 - 0 39.8 of type upplied
cake 1 in. thick in Phase 1 and
(Std. production cake) was conducted as

basis of compar-
ison, all tests
made this way.

39& 144-5/8 in. square holes - 122 955 46 58 0-20 12-30 61 8 - 2 37.7 Standard product-
cake 1-1/8 in. - 1-1/4 in. ion type cake,
thick ran for comparison,

39b 160-7/16 in. hex holes - 102 930 46 58 0-20 12-30 63 7 - 1 34.3 Standard product-
cake 1-1/8 in. - 1-1/4 in. ion type cake, run
thick for comparison.

39c 144-5/8 in. dia. holes 87 807 46 64 0-20 11- 0 5 6 - 8 36.7 Stand. production
(Std. production cake) type cake, ran

for comparison,

40a 169-1/2 in. dia. holes - 75 963 40 58 0-20 15- 0 62 7 -11 34.8
cake 1-1/4 in. thick

40b 144-5/8 in. dia. holes. 87 801 40 60 0-20 13- 0 50 4 - 7 29.2 Rack flattened
Pivoted stove used. Cake out and food con-
not encased in chicken tainer dropped
wire, down in 25 mn.

40c 144-5/8 in. dia. holes 87 812 40 65 0-20 16-30 62 5 -14 33.8 Standard type
(Std. production cake) production fuel

cake and stove.
13a 1/8 in. OD x 1-3/4 in. 79 800 35 58 0-15 19-30 70 5 -13 34.4

long extrusions encased in
10-1/4 in. x 10-1/4 in. x
1 in. basket made 5/16 in.
square mesh screen

43b 144-5/8 in.dia. holes, 87 844 35 60.8 0-15 15- 0 58 7 - 3 38.1
cake sprayed with Plastic-
Kote

43c 1,4-5/8 in. dia. holes 87 804 35 58 0-15 12-30 54 6 -10 37.9
(Std. production cake)



ntumber or Lhe size of tne holes was changed from the 144 5/8-inch holes
of the Phase i reduction. No advantage was obtained by changing the
shape of the hole from roun8 to hexagonal or square. In conducting this

investigation, the performance of the fuel cakes prepared at the NLABS
was also studied. Phese were of the same Phase I configuration.

The feasibility of directly manufacturing the cake from a
solid slab of wood was investigated. Hardwood slabs, approximately the
same size as the 10-in-square fuel cake could be processed directly.
In the carbonizing of the hardwood block, the high temperatures required
caused shrinkage and distortion. The block was relatively fragile and

performed poorly.

Manufacturing techniques studied in the experimental program
were considered in view of the application to commercial apparatus. The
carbonizing of the hardwood boards was done at a commercial carbonizing
facility, - the Otto Chemical Company in Kane, Pennsylvania. The
performance of a carbonized hardwood block is given in Table I (eee
No. MS•R-5).

2. Briquettes of Phase Ii:

"Briquettes were extensively investigated because of their
inherently low cost. Peach pits, which were also considered as a source
of fuel. did not prove efficient in their combustion properties.

Information about the production of charcoal is proprietary

to the charcoal manufacturers. Consequently, little could be learned
from them. One low-cost charcoal obtained from the quaker Oats ComparW
is unique because the briquettes are made by extrusion and the source of

the raw material is the char remaining after the manufacture of furfural
from corn cobs.

Table IV shows oerformance results obtained with briquette

fuels including peach pits. The effect of sponge iron oxide in the
blend is shown by comparing Tests 60 and 61. Calculations based on
CO and CO2 measurements show that sponge iron oxide reduced CO output
by approximately one- half in the hardwood charcoal briquettes.
Therefore, the addition of sponge iron oxide is worthwhile with hardwood;
however, it does add to the cost. The processing of briquettes with
sponge iron oxide by extrusion was discussed with the Quaker Oats Compary.
In their judgment. extrusion would be difficult and development work
would be necessary, However. experiments conducted by NLABS indicated
that no reduction of CO output occurred xthen sponge iron oxide was
added to the Quaker Oats material. This is also shown by comparing
tests 55, 56, and 77 with test 70 (See Table VI p 2 3 ).
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31 Briquette Ext.rnrT•n

The process of extruding charcoal was investigated with
configurations as shown in Figure 3. Briquettes were extruded from
a mold through a die by means of a hydraulic press. These briquettes
were prepared from 300-mesh air float charcoal and briquetting starch
mixture. Th6se briquettes were successfully ignited to boil water
in about 17 minutes. The briquettes, about 2 inches in size, had a
central 5/8-inch hole. One form was shaped similarly to a Maltese
Cross, another was round, like a doughnut. The performance of these
briquettes was comparable with those of the Quaker Oats Compary.
The extrusion of a perforated cake one quarter the size of that
supplied in Phase I was also attempted. Difficulties were encountered
in that water squeezed from the uDld, the charcoal mix compacted, and
pressure to move the mix became exceesively high. The extrudiMr
pointed out that a carefully prepared mixture is necessary. An
extrusion process would require special control in the manufacturing
process.

The extrusion process is unique because of the gear-
shaped style of briquettes manufactured. The gears (2 in. in
diameter and with a central 1/4-in, hole) provide numerous kindling
edges for ignition, consequently good starting characteristics are
obtained with this type of briquette. These briquettes are sold
commercially with hickory as an additive. The hickory is undesirable
for this application because of its smoke and odor-producing properties.
In the course of this work, the Quaker Oats Company was cooperative in
providing briquettes without hickory, with 5/8-inch holes, and in
several thicknesses.

Pure Oil Company also provided briquettes for this
experimental program. These were rounded, impregnated with an oil
base to give self-igniting characteristics, and were packaged in a
MYlar bag. The odor from these briquettes was quite objectionable and,
therefore, they were unacceptable for this application.

-he Quaker Oats Comoany briquettes were subjected to
extensive testing. The optimum arrangement was obtained by crushing
them into grarnules approximately one-quarter the original size (about
No. 2 mesh). Table V lists the results of the fuel evaluation tests
with gear-shaped briquettes, both crushed and uncrushed. These
briquettes were packaged in a fuel tray approximately 10 inches by
10 inches and 1-1/2 inches hUgh. ignition was further improved by
placing several pieces of the fPxel underneath the igniter sheet. This
arrangement was ultimately used in the Phase II carbon heating unit that
was delivered to the Natick Laboratories.

17
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TABLE V - PESULTS OF FUEL EVALUATION TESTS Pt1ASE II -

'2FAP-SW\PED BpTILIETTES

(12 In. hig)l chimmey, sluslnun foil reflector, 10 in. x 10 in. fuel tray
Deirin igniter, $SAC in-house 4-point Stove)

Tests conducted vitn b qte. water or ice

grigVettes Als. Time to

Nomisal 1 1ikmoes Packattit in Trays Frocossl.!_ Temp. Fuel Cage Poll
Test N W ire Noesk (Sim
se.t -I Uniform Scattered Cthor Cart. Carb. J*Fj Size No. 1¢L I Tor Remarks

I x SO 1 16 Satisfactory
structural design

SO 1 1 23-1/4

I 40 1 4 Satisfactory
*45 2 4S st ructural design

5 £ 40 3 4i 3.oesh fuel case
difficult to light

£ a 22 i 18

3 x Aroken* A 22 2 14 Satisfactory
I a 22 2 16 1/4

a a a . 44
a a 28 2 4j-iji

S 2 48
I o end l2ee 49

1o s 20 2 37
grokest 1 20 2 28 Stove :cllepsed.

a a z 2 47

Broken" * 14 2 21S 3/4 Stoves sad alzm-
7 Broke&' a 14 2 22 iswm foil Vero
x broken" • 14 2 28 satisfactory.

Broke:,n $0 2I
Broken a lo 2 28 unit cold soaked

St 60*F. Stove

collapsed.

z roken a 0 2 22.1/Z
x roken z 20 2 24 Unit cold soated.

:rokon * 31 2 22 Units cold socked

10 Broken* x 3S 2 12 at *-O0F.

* broken in quarters
* broken in halves
I* in. x 8 in, tray
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B. Chemical Investigations With Fuels

Chemical means of improving combustion efficiency were inves-
tigated with carbon fuels and with the igniter. Combustion improvements
that were possible, however, were found to be impractical from the
standpoint of cost, odor, and manufacturing metnods.

Both the fuel cakes of Phase I and the briquettes used ii
Phase II were investigated. The CO output from the Quaker Oats
Briquettes was higher than from the fuel cakes.

1. Fuel Cakes of Phase I

The fuel cakes, of the configuration used in Phase I, were
prepared with the chemical agents dried, charred, and ignited, The
cakes were tested in a combustion cell (Fig. 4) and monitored for CO.
The CO concentration in the flue was plotted against time (Fig. 5).
The iron oxide was shown to be the most effective agent for lowering
the CO level and manganese powder was the next most effective. A
fuel cake prepared with no additives (No. 71) evolved more CO per
pound of carbon than did any of the other specially treated cakes
(approximately seven times that evolved by a cake with iron oxide).
These data are given in Table VI. Since CO is evolved, the use of
axV additive may not be warranted for this application.

The fuel cakes discussed above were prepared with air-
float type charcoal. A very interesting phenomenon resulted from
the cake in which potassium permanganate was added (No. 82). This
cake possessed spontaneous ignition properties, hence theoretically
would not require an igniter sheet or matches. All charcoal
spontaneously ignites after carbonizing when subjected to the proper
conditions. The addition of potassium permanganate extends the
spontaneous ignition properties. This blend possessed self-ignition
properties even after 48 hours, which is the cooling time required by
ICC before shipment.

In general, the combustion of charcoal fuel cakes blended
with additives was more rapid.

1. The more porous the fuel cake, the more
rapid was combustion. In some cases, as
little as 7-1/4 minutes was required to
bring 6 quarts of water to a boil. This
was thought to be primarily due to increased
porosity of the cake rather I.n to the additive.

2. Perforated fuel cakes burn more rapidly than the
briquettes. Evidently the holes permit more air
flow than is possible with briquettes.

20
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2. Briquettes

An attempt was made to impreenate the commercial briquette6
with additives, They were soaxed with a solution of sodium chlorate
(an oxidizing agent) with the hope of accelerating combustion, but
this was unsuccessful primarily because of the quantity of smoke
evolved during burt-Lul,.

The briquettes received from Pure Oil Comparer were
treated with a naphtha-base corrpoundo These briquettes also evolved
substantial amounts of smoke hence were considered unsuitable.

Grinding the brnquettes into smaller particles proved
to be the most effective nethod of improving their combustion
characteristics.

C. Igniter

The characteristics sought in an igniter were low cost and
a non-luminous flame. Both Delrin and Celcon, which are similar,
possess non-luminous flames and both effectively ignite charcoal.

A series of igrnters screened in an evaluation test showed
Delrin (No. 4) and Celcon (No. 1) to be the most desirable from the
standpoint of performance (Table VII) although both emitted a
formaldehyde-like odor. Although complete elimination of odor could
be obtained with heat paper the paper is undesirable because of its
cost and high flame-level. Plastic sy-pe igniters other than Delrin
and Celcon generally have slow. sooty, combustion properties, hence
were not acceptable.

Oxidizing solutions (.:hlorates and nitrates) applied to
absorbent papers iere unsuccessful because all produced excessive
smoke,

Results of tests of vavicus "•gniters used with charcoal
fuel cakes are given in Table VILIo The igniter selected was the
lO-mil Delrin sheet to which t;o 3/8 by 4-inch tabs of nitrocei.Llulose
were stapled for quick ignmtaono (Delrin tabs stapled to the igniter
Delrin sheet were less effecrive than ratrocellulose tabs.) An all-
nitrocellulose igniter was unacceptable because of its luminosity
(Table VII) and high flame level. Piever, nitrocellulose tabs were
more effective than the Deirin to start igrntion, especially at sub-
freezing temperatures.

Delrin is a commercial item that can be bought convenient3ly
The Delrin sheets supplied with the first unit were expensive
(approximately $0. lO each fcr vIrgin Delrin made into flawless film).



TABLE VII - SCREEN TESTS TO EVALUATE
CHARACTERISTICS OF IGNITERS

Snople •sie: Tabs. 1/2 in. Wide t A in. Long

Amtbient
Testt l 1, 1Tost Specimen To-pg." p laine

n Matorisi lia•ac hrnciris tics Seoek Odor I__ _ __S _mti e__ - -

I Colcon TAR 70 4o". luinonus Yes Looked eas-l y t. 9ileIM.
Sone dri ppir..

I Nitrocellulose IAd. 70 Yells. - large Yeo Yes
fIle (sooto)

3n Nitrocellulose (flame TAI-0.010 in. 70 Rather luiinous Soem All three tI.ickmesess
r tardont) Ignited.

Sb lltrocellulose (flame TAB.0.0lS In. 70 gather luminous Sc11 0 - 0

V.t ardent)

Jc Nitrocellulose (fi0e TA0-0.020 in. 70 Rather luminous Some N n 0

rot ardent)

4 Deltin TAB -20 Nlo-lnos Screened esmples of beth
pointed led oopletteid &be.

.4i trocellnlosn TlA -20 Luminous All ignoted.

I Polyethylene bog TAB 70 Lusinouv Ylo Yes Rether herd to ignite.
(soot') quick herNilg.

A Bass* (Siren) TAB 70 Lueloous Yes Yes Hard to ilnith - but borsed
fast VIIef it did.

7 iwa Papor TA8 70 Lusloo-s Von Yen Surged Fast.
paraffin

A Nylon TAB 70 4on-. liunouo Yes Yoe Self dntingvsihiol.

9 P6iycerbohnst TAN 70 IWait no. Yes yes Very sooty.
(sooty)

10 Acetate TAB 70 Yes Yes Self extinguishing.
(fleery)

It Polyethylene TA 70 LuAinoun lea.. Yes Lot of flne. Surn"d fest.

Be Polypropylne TAB 70 not too lnoua learyn Yes Heavy eoe.he sooty #Ifse,

sooty vb.cti.oeble high.

1i PVC TAN 70 Yel law setyn Yes Self aetieogwJEbial herd to
very objectieo.oEt igonite.

t4 Cetitalose scettle TAB 70 Yelilo. very I-. Sooty. Yes Very e Oty, ilnewe. high
heary objectioaeble dripping.

Ic Vinyl TAN 70 Very hard to Dirty
ignite

16 Fleiible vinyl TAN 70 Very l"sIsous - Heavy YnV Tended to eotialngih.
yellow. Soot

hlir'y

17 Psotilloes a TAB 70 Ver, salw bahrn, *athey Rath.e N. neticeoie drip.
ot8 . yellow Clean Cloen

I$ catalyst heat paper TAR 70 Very luminomns m ien* NoS" Se with 14a heles il
bright flame paper i worked welt.

is Catalyst host paper TAX 70 Very luninoun NOne 1.O1
'I beron type bright flinw

20 LuStlan I *- l T1*-0.OIS i. 70 Yeller fiane Very not prowlinil.
Monsanto Sooty
ARS polymer
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TABLE VIII - IGNITION TESTS WITH CHARCOAL FUEL CAKES

rbafeeel el Polle Potgriatlol

4aoel' to [to I, I. Is 114 I11. 1 I so; 144 $Is is. die. ngleo
(,..a. sIl t •f~• I at,-In

.I get5oleo l.ift Trkvoe 1

ropoltle ( 4hrrdl IT.4%

le*ta riwhetej 1134 4 SI) ot dlater sad Seal •ibled

rest of (A T e vol.cli. to l ap. N4I.'10, Iff4119f Id,£flati 4tv . %- fee': "Ill (01+69 j!1: U* = ter0

II Pa tl ot eng j to )-1it 43 Is .0 6-. Is 4S $4 1 " t.$ flightly $otle cok
pellothyloas batiS St pr 9e sklppie|

fsr bells o bonitslh|t hlll
ha:led feat steor boo
ma. Igeited.

$1 tall~va£ searrb CorP, 142 4t 66 0a- 11 0 as pool Wga slow t0 burs44,, •paprV 1990 Pit 441611 0100 theoug bolt
pipes burned No I ae.lb.e el Ad she0£ oP

hlobdsckeod ls
.40tk probably gvt
d41,wn ofte.

It. o yiria ghost. 1DW Wil thibc ?@I st 44 0.- II It SP I 1 42.1

Slb irolee$ll1oe 6 flame 14) e3 44 0-) n04 Oldt i%%t@ coke. Selked snd flamed
reoagdinl. I0.01l tIgh fsl|.,ra bIdly m te Ig t on .

Ale Wltioltletesi fl.i82 %6 Old *st Ielits tbes. qoted and f(leod
1!1 0:4sr.a, 1,*i "4thi ~43Y ii or 3% sic.

lis Calalyst W.oli pipet, Type .... F 0 ? 0-$ I* It 5t 0 .0 44.3 hosad Ignitor toPie 44lJ14, rolrsfoed w~th 1oss this I Oee.

1 i4 let."". d hi. holes Patfspaid.

SJb ODia sheet gaIl DhOtI 85 10 7l 0-$ to Jt St F. 4. $i m.t lNsto
perfersted -I£h 144 lait., eo duipelog.. Looks
4l0. halo.s as tghelItlamm

meeal 1a l, tlaio-

o0 bolos

$1 Ole. 8411S 3%i 41b i 44 04 a It - . loss" for als` ell.44
perfralo w(£ 44 134a lWits: we4 that the

I Is. hles. tlopr Ireoltd icitlo 14 0£h She
wiho asIt power ~T gib pall potdwth

As.), tolueto Io 1 . gg CCld .a be•ido,
a. a coker slloliurface. the0

tl0 platod slab?. hoeplot the Alf Owey
mde4 of ?Itl F see I 0% vantr. fro, the cobe. This

slowed the Crembotite.

571 Class fille lo tlbl 707 4 s 4 0.1 It I if looked It start olly.
perforaltd wIth 144 Mll.in.
dis. hbls., P•prtroot-d
vlth #0 gas to poredr ITyVe
AN-J) to aes MaC101, 40 Cr
IIIO 6nd dried.

"s14 lt popor perferot d .ith all s4 44 0.1 I * 4 14 B right Isle. from hel
344 It) i4.d. SMo 4oio1. pepor,
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The manufacturers claimed that reworked scrap could lwer the cost,
pOS-'.y to $V.V0 eUaC. Aqukuiunt in manufaciuring could result in
extruding Deirin sheets directly, which wouic also lower the cost.

D. Stove SuoPort

The Phase I stove is expensive to manufacture. A lower
cost and more compact stove was developed for Phase II. The posit-
ioning of the fuel relative to the base and to the bottom of the
water container to be heated are important considerations in the
design of these stoves. Tests were conducted to determine the
optimum positioning of the fuel and the clearances of the stove.
Figure 6 shows the effect of distance on boiling water with char-
coal fuel cakes. This plot shows that the optimum distance
between the base reflector and the under surface of the fuel is
approximately 1 inch. This plot also shows that the optimum
distance between the top surface of the fuel and bottom surface of
the water container is approximately 2-1/2 to 3 inches. These
values were used in evaluating stove concepts.

The fan-style stove depicted in Figure 7 was adopted for
use in Phase II units. This stove also proved to be the lowest in
cost on the basis of estimates from manufacturers. The stove
consists of four members held together by a clip. Figure 8 shows
details of the stove member. The segments of the stove were made
from No. 9 gage steel wire. The fan is folded for packing and is
unfolded for use. The middle rod supports the fuel tray. Clearance
from the bottom of the stove is 2-1/8 inches. The overall height of
the stove is approximately 5 inches.

Figure 9 shows other stove concepts. The fan-style stove
appears at the top of the figure. The original model (top left)
had three members. Hotter burning fuels develop higher temperatures,
thus, the greater strength and stability of a four-member stove was
required. The higher temperatures also made it necessary to increase
the distance between the base reflector and the bottom of the fuel
(from 1 inch to 2-1/8 inches) to prevent the softening and bending
of the stove wire.

E. Chimney

To lower its cost and yet provide the functions intended,
several changes in its design were considered.

if the height of the chimney was reduced from 12 to 8 inches,
effective heating could be achieved at less cost.
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Clip

EXPANDED VIEW

~Clip

FOLDED VIEW

FIG. 7 - FAN-STYLE STOVE SUPPORT FOR PHASE II
CARBON HEATING UNIT
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Folded

Assembled Folded

Assembled

Folded Assembled Folded Assembled

Wire Pattern

Folded

Assenb led

FIG. 9 - SOME STOVE CONCEPTS I"VALUATLD FOR TIlE PHASE II
CARBON HEATING UNITS
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Tests showed that a chimney is essential; it is impossioDe
to bring water to a boil without one. A chimney was fabricated
from 1-1/2 mil aluminum foil having two layers of non-reflective
olive drab coating. At 8 inches, the water level in the container
was at the same elevation as the foil. This heat was adequate
to bring water to a boil at ambient conditions without any changes
in the former times noted. However, at sub-freezing temperatures,
the reduced height required a much longer time to bring water to
a boil, therefore the height was retained at 12 inches.

Tests were also made to determine the influence of the
reflective surface. When the painted surface was placed inside
vfd the reflective surface outside, no difference in boiling
time was noted. This led to the conclusion that the chimney is
more of a convective than a radiation sh-ield. The elimination
of one layer of coating perm5itted some reduction in the cost.

The strength. heat resistance, and cost of substitute
materials for aluminum foil were considered. C'iimney3 were made
from glass paper, but glass paper is more expeisive and is subject
to tearing. Asbestos paper behaved similarly; therefore, both were
considered less desirable than aluminum foil.

The chimney design selected for the carbon heating units
is shown in Figure 10. Tris figure shows the layout of the terplate
from which the chimney is fabricated.

F. Base Reflector

The base reflector used in Phase I provided support as well
as a reflective surface. The reflective surface is important since
it reduces boiling time. Tests run without a base reflector required
approximately ll/2 minutes longer to bring water to the boil. Thus,
the reflective surface was considered functional and was retained.

The objection to the Phase I base reflector, which was made
of 15-mil aluminum sheet. was its high •ost. A 12-inch square of
ordinary household aluminum foil provides the same reflective vurface,
so it was used as the base reflector in the Phase II units. However,
alum!mnum foil provides no sipport. other means must be provided to
support the overall unit. The fiberboard used to package the food
containers can serve this purpose. Tests showed that, although fiber-
board will char during the ignition and combustion of the heating
unit, it does not proceed to the point that rigidity is lost.
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"rd. Phase IT Carbon Heatirn Uiit

A, Production

The production requirement of Phase II called for 500 carbon
heating units designed to feature improved performance and reduced
production time over the earlier models. Commercial-ly ava..lable,
low-cost gear-shaped charcoal briquettes were substituted for the
fuel slab of Phase I, A new stove of more compact design was
developed. Changes were made in the basket and base reflector.
Maximum fuel efficiency was gained through the optimum geometrical
spacing of the fuel and water container. The packaged components of
the Phase II unit is shown in Figure -1.

The use of commercially obtainable gear-shaped charcoal
briquettes eliminated the need for blending, pressing, drying,
carbonizing, wrapping in foil, and unwrapping. To improve the
comparatively poor combustion efficiency of the 2 by 7/8-inch
briquette, No. 2 mesh (l/2-inch) granules were formed by crushing
and screening. This was the only change made. Although smoke and
odor were more pronounced with this fuel than with the fuel slab
(some smoke was also caused by the coated aluminum shield), this
was not thought to be serious since the units are to be used in
ventilated areas. Approximately 15 percent of the charcoal was lost
as f-ines in the crushing process. A motorized Champion No. 25 ice
crusher and a Sweco Model H-2D separator (18-inch screens) are
shown in Figure 12- together with the original briquettes and
resultant granules. The ice crusher prongs were more effective in
breaklng the briquettes than reciprocating jaw-type crushlrs, for
the latter lead to high loss from fines This equipment processed
the granules at the rate of I pound per minute, conservatively.
In large-scale production, larger crushers and separators could bW
used.

A 10-inch-square by lIi2-inch-high steel basket of No. 2
mesh., welded No. 19 wire (standard hardware cloth) was formed from
13-inch squares of mesh (cut from wide roL•s) notched at the corners.
(The wire can be fabricated into 13-inch rolls.) The baskets were
formed by hand with a jurying arbor press to which a bloe-k was
attached and which was operated by an air cylinder. The block drove
the precut wire into a - -d. where it was formed to shape and could
be r4moved as a basket. For large-scale production, a die and
pixumatic press could be used. The baskets were designed to hold
1.8 •+ 0o.) pounds of charcoal granules. First, several granules
were placed in the basket (Figure 13), then the Delrin igniter sheet
was inserted (its slight elevation due to the granules was found to
improve the ignition). The basket was then filled with the rest of



PHASE II CARB 'N HEATING UNIT
(Packaged)

PHASE II CARBON HEATIN14G UNlIT
W'ITH SIX-IN-ONE MEAL CONTAINER
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CHARCOAL BRIQUEITES CRUSHER

SEPARATOR FUEL GRANULES

FIG. 12 - PROCESS EQUIPMENT TO REDICT CHARCOAL BRIQUETTES
TO GRANULES
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FIG. 13 - PHASE II CARBON HEA TING UNIT PACKAGING ASSEMBLY



the granules by means of a volumetrically calibrated scoop. In
ar Fs-sd=Ae pidvu~acti ii, Lhe basket could be fiiled directly through

-• chutt extending from the separator (see Flow Chart, Figure 14).
- cardroard cover was added to hold the granules within the basket.

For tne base reflec-tor, household-type aluminum foil replaced
tne aluminum sheet. The foil, cut 12 inches square,was folded to a
6'inch square for packaging. ;t was less expensive and less bulky
tharn the aluminium out not as structurally rigid as a base support.
It was decided to use the cardboard cover with foil on top as the
,ase.

The man-hours estimated to complete a Phase iI unit was
0.3672. hour ($1, at $3 per hour) and the cost of the materials was
estimated to be 55 cents, or ° total cost of $1.55 per unit. Exhibits
C and D give the breakdown of operations and materials costs on the
basis of 1.CO,000 or more units.

B. Res~ults and Di.scussion

The packagirg of the components is simple, but the production
of the unit is less routine. A single shop would be unlikely to have
the production diversity required. It would probably be best to
subcontract the individual components. For instance, while the
processing of chiarcoal briquettes could well be done by -SARC, the
special tooli:.g and equipment required for the stove could best be
praiided by a specialty wire manufacturer. However, basket forming
and chimney production are not attractive to industry, hence the
methods as de-cribed above. and using a paper-folding machlne with
adaptations, would probably prove to be the best solution, The cost
of the chirmey nIw remains the highest of any of the single-labor
item.- involved. Its design cannot be simplified without sacrificing
structural integrity, which is not feasible, and the thin aluminum
fci] requires careful manual handling and assembly.

V. Summary and Conc'usions

The carbon heat:.n units supplied for Phase I boiled sa..
quarts of water in 10 minutes at an ambient air temperature of
68OF; six quarts of water as ice were thawed and brought to a boil in
21 rainute,. at a temperature of 500 F and in 30 minutes at -400F. This
high combustion efficiency of the charcoal fuel was obtained by
sp3cial and relati.vely expensive processing, The units had to be
ustd -,n a ventilated tent to prevent carbOn moncxide buildup.

In Fnase II, high combustion effiniency wi.h lower CO output
was s.: ght a. decreased costr Charcoal forzalations and fuel supply
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EXHIBIT C

OPERATION SEQUEN'CE FOR PHASE II
CARBON HEATING UNIT

Each Piece Time

(hr)
No %eration Descriotion Actual' Projected* Tools

1 Crush charcoal b"iquettes 0o0.67 O.0080 Crusher,
and screen separator

r2 ý wire and form basket 0.1000 0.0200 Shears,
Arbor press

Precut cellulose tabs and 0.0100 0ýo050 Paper cut-
paint, two term spray

gun

4 Staple tabs to igniter 0.0089 0.0039 Stapler
(Deirin)

5 Place igniter sheet into 0o0200 0.0015 Hopper
basket and f;ll .oý; b t
0.1 lb fuel gran'ales

6 Fold, -at form and 0.1050 0.0500 Shears,
staple ch-=-ney table stap-

let

7 Cut and foLd base C .,000 0.0075 Shears
reflector

8 Assemble cnrtents and C3 8o85 0.0300 Bench
pack in plastic bag

9 Heat-seal bag 0 (4 0°0300 Heat sealer

10 Wrap and pack bags in car- ,01G0 0,0140 Bench
ton (IC/carton)

11 -rat -. stenc:1 ship U09 Bench

Total ('hr) &?671 0c1699

"For 500 units delivered in Phase II,
**Qn basis of 1-00 000 cr more

-0



EXHIBIT D

PROJECTED MATERIAL COST ESTIMATE FOR PHASE II
CARBON HEATING UNIT

(on basis of 100,000 or more)

Unit Cost
Item M

1 Fuel, 1.8 lb @ $0.05/lb, Quaker Oats Co., 0.0900
Chicago, Illinois

2 Stove, Anchor Wire Specialty, Homestead, 0.1669
Pennsylvania

3 Wire basket, Wickwire Bros., Inc., Cortland, 0.0945
New York

4 Delrin igniter, Danielson Mfg. Co., Danielson, 0.0462
Connecticut

5 Chinney (3-1/2 lb, Olive Drab color) 0.0965
Reynolds Metals Co.

6 Base reflector, aluminuir foil, Bernnett Paper 0.0014
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

7 Cardboard cover, Keystore Box Company, 0.0100
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvani•>

8 Polyethylene bag, Ken Ccvers, Lower Burrell, 0.0221

Pennsylvania

9 Instruction sheet 0.0005

10 Cardboard carton (pro-ratued for 10 units 0.0262
per box) Keystone Box Ccmpany, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Total $O.5543

Note: Figure 12 illistrates individual components
arrangement of the Phase II Carbon Heating
Unit.
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geometries were studied mnd value analyses performed. To lower the
20 ot-fut. the air-fln-i chnrco-i woc trented ar+t
oxa�z•an agents. The most effective oI' these was iron powder and
iron oxide, with manganese powder the next best. The special
blendang increased the cost and did not appear to completely
elimanate the CO, which continued to be produced in concentrations
that would be dangerous in an unventilated 5-man Army tent.

Heating efficiency was found to be strongly influenced by
the geometry of the fuel and its position in the unit. The 5/8-
inch hole size was found to be the optimum; a reduction of hole
size to 3/8-inch increased boiling time by six minutes. Gear-
shaped charcoal briquettes were tested but a layer of these was
not as effective as the Phase I fuel unit. A higher surface-to-
volume ratio was achieved with the briquettes by crushing them to
nominal 1/2-inch granuies. A separation of 1-5/8 inches between
the top surface of the fuel and the bottom of the water contaLier,
and of 2-1/8 inches between the base reflector and the bottom
surface of the fuel, was found to proauce optimum heating efficiency.

Consideration of the type of charcoal (commercially available
briquettes) required and of its desixn. features led to the conclusion
that the Phase II unit is more adaptable to bulk manufacture would
substantially reduce the cost. In mass production, the cost of
material was $0.55 and the cost of the labor was $1.00 (0.367 man-
hours/unit at $3oi0 00/hour), or a total of $1.55. The projected cost
of the labor was $0.5.1 (0217 man-hours/unit at $3.00/hour), which
would total $1.06. ITis is approximately one-fifth the cost of the
Phase I unit. This lower cost is achieved at some sacrifice in
performance, but six quarts of water can still be boiled in 15
minutes (as against 10) at 680F and six quarts of ice in approximately
30 minutes (as against 21 at 50°F) at 460F amibient. (See Section B
under the discussion of the Experimental Program.)
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F NDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 'ZSEM•BIY AND USE OF
EXPENDNBLE CHAttuOAL HEATER

WARNING: DO NOT BUR• IN A TENT OR NON-VEZITATED AREA. DO
NOT HAVE FACE, BODY, OR CLOTIHIG OVER STOVE WHIIS
BUMNING FUEL. IN STRONG WIND, EXERCISE CARE TO
PREVENT 'IN DSKIELD ANkD FOIL BASE FROM MfING BLOWN
AWAY

Parts of Heater: (see attached figure)

lo Aluminum foil base (Figure 1).

2. Grate containing igniter sheet with colored
igniter strips and fuel (Figure 1).

3. Folding four-leg stove frame to support water
container and fuel grate (Figure 1).

4. Aluminum foil windshield with OD coating on
outside (Figure 2). (Water container, lid and
flberboard box ar6 a part of the meal package,
Figure 1'.

AssembI_ YOf Heater for Six-In-One Meal.

1. Unfcld and place aluminum foil basa on level
ground cleared of burnable materials. Select a
protected location, makirg use of a hillside,
tree2 vehicle, or other object as a wind screen.
On ice, snow. or mud place the foil base on the
flattened fiberboard box from the meal package.

2. Unfold stove legs so they are equidistant from
each other and piace upright with cross-pieces
dc-wn and prongs up (Figure 1).

3. Remove fiberboard cover from top of fuel grate.
Slide fuel grate onto center of stove, spreading
stove legs apart as necessary. A stove Leg should
,e placed at each corner of grate.
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4. Flace Stove with grate on foil base so that
the colored igniter strip faces into any wind.

5. Place aluminum container of the six-in-one
meal with the required amount of water on the
supports of the stove. Fit cover tightly.
If .necessary, place stones on cover tc hold in
place.

6. For best performance, unfold windshield and
adjust flaps (Figure 2) according to wind
conditions:

Little or n9 wind, leave open (folded
up) all flaps.

Moderate wind, leave open the two flaps
on onposite sides of shield.

High winds, have flap on o 3 side open.
Avoid exposing shiny surface of flaps.

7. Place windshield around water container and stove
with draft openings next to ground and with the
flap open on side of igniter strips.

8. Ignite charcoal by holdinr one, two, cr AI-ree
matches lighted at once under the exposed colored
igniter strip. In high winds, shield the stove
until the fuel is glowing.

Assembly of Heater for Twenty-Five-In-One Meal:

1. Use four heaters.

2. Assemblie four heate-s as for the six-in-one meal,
asing two heaters placed side by side for each of
the two sections (top and bottom of meal contaIenor).
Be sure the colored igniter strip of esch heater
faces into the wind. If fiberboard base is required,
tear meal package carton irto two pieces and use one
as a base under the foil reflector for each two stoves.

3. Place one-half of the total required water into each
of the two sections of the container. Place each



coated aluminum foil which is included in the
twenty-five-in-one meal package. Place foil
with coated side up and press edges down around
container. This cover is required to reduce
heat losses.

5o To make a large shield (Figure 3) for each pair

of stoves;

a. Unfold two windshields and remove staples
or cut the shield down che fold at the
stapled corner.

b. Combine the shields by overlapping the
ends of one shield with thb ends of the
other shield for 12 inches (one full side)
(Figure 3).

c. Fasten the overlapping portions of the shield
together at top and bottom by tearing two
1/2-inch wide 1/2-inch long tabs and folding
tabs in (Figure 3).

6. Adjust flaps so that at least two flaps next to
each other are open under high wind conditions and
four or more flaps are opened under less severe
wind conditions (See step a of instruction for
six-ini~one meal).

7. Place windshiela around the large water container

and the two stoves with the draft openings next to
the ground and the two flaps opened on the side of
the igniter strips.

8. Ignite fuel in each stove according to step 6 of
instructions for the six-in-one meal.



b. ?lace Stove with gr'ite on foil base so that
the colored igniter strip faces into ary wind.

5. Place aluminum container of the six-in-one
meal wi th the required amount of water on the
supryJrts of the stove. Fit cover tightly.
If necessary, place stones on cover to hold in
place.

6. For best performance, unfold windshield and
adjust flaps (Figure 2) according to wind
conditions:

Little or no wind, leave open (folded
up) a flaps.

M4oderate wind, leave open the two flaps
or opposite sides of shield.

Hleh winds, have flap on one side open.
Avoid exposing shiny surface of flaps.

7. Place windshield around water container and stove
with draft openings next to ground and with the
flap open on side of igniter strips.

8. Ignite charcoal by holding one, two, or Ahree
matches lighted at once under the exposed colored
igniter strip. In high winds, shield the stove
until the fuel is gloiving.

Assembly of Heater for Twenty..Five-In-One Meal:

i. Use four heaters.

2. Assemble four heaters as for the six-in-one meal,
using two heaters placed side by side for each of
the two sections (top and bottom of meal container).
Be sure the colored igniter strip of each heater
faces into the wind. If fiberboard base is recqaired,
tear meal package carton into two pieces and use one
as a base under the foil reflector for each two stoves.

3. Place one-half of the total ±.•quired water into each
of the two sections of the conta ner. Place each
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•, Cover each sw-t.-r-n of the cntai-,+ ... h the

coated aluminum foil which is included in the
t....t...�y-fa-i- imeal package. Place roll
with coated side up and press edges dcwn around
container. This cover is required to reduce
heat losses.

5. To make a large shield (Figure 3) for each pair
of stoves;

a. Unfold two windshields and remove staples
or cut the shield down the fold at the
stapled corner.

b. Combine the shields by overlapping the
ends of one shield with the ends o4 the
other shield for 12 inches (one full side)
(Figure 3).

c. Fasten the overlapping portions of the shield
together at top and bottom by tearing two
1/2-inch wide 1/2-inch long tabs and folding
tabs in (Figure 3).

6. Adjust flaps so that at least two flaps next to
each other are open under high wind conditions and
four or more flaps are opened under less severe
wind conditions (See step 4 of instruction for
six-in- one meal).

7. Place windshield around the large water container
and the two stoves with the draft optmings next to
;he ground and the two flaps opened on the side of
the igniter strips.

8. Ignate fuel in each stove according to step 6 of
instructions for the six-in-one meal.
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AIPPENDIX B

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

1. Theoretical heat available per pouund of carbon, qtheor.

C + 02 G02 H = -94.05 Ke •l/mcl

12 + 32 44 g/mol

9.05 Kcal x. 000 cal x mol x BU x 454g=
mol Kcal x 44 g x 252 cal lb

3850 Btu/ilb 'C2

qtheor. = 3 x 44 lb C02 = 14,100 Btu/lb carbon
lb CO2  12 lb C

Allowances for inerts in charcoal = 11

Heat available in charcoal = q = 12,500 Btu/lb charcoal

2. Thermal efficiency, Test 71 data

(a) Cake weight, w = 467 g or 1.028 lb

(b) Available heat

qavail = wq = 1.028 (12,500) = 12,900 Btu

(c) Heat abh orbed, qabs.

Sensible heat, by water = wp20 cp dt =

12.5 (1) (212-52) = 2000 Btu

Latent heat = water evaporated x hcAt

vapoization = 2-5/8 (970) = 2600 Btu

Total, qabs. 4600 Btu
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Thermal efficiency- qabs. x 1O0 = 4600 x
qavail. 12,900

100 = 43

3. Calculation for CO2 production, Test 71 data

(a) C + 02 Co2

12 44

44 x mol x 467 = 1660.51 g CO2
tol x 12 g

(b) 22.4 1 ool x 1660.15 g = 845.165 liters of CO2

tol x 4 4 g

c) 845.--1- 1 x 0.03532 cu ft/l = 29.85 cu ft C02

OR

(a) c + 02 CO2

12 44

44x molx467 x lb = 3.661b CO2

mol x 12 g 454 g

(b) 22.4 b cu ft x 454 359 cu ft/mol lb
g mol x 28.32

(c) 3.66 lb x tol x 359 cu ft = 29.9 cuft C02
441b

(d) Volume of air, average CO2 readings (LIRA) -

0.21 by volume.

Volume air = 29.9 cu ft C02 = 14,250 cu ft
0.0021
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(e) Volume of CO, average CO readings (LIRA) - 1060 pju

14,250 x 1060 x 10-6 = 15.1 cu ft CO

4. Ratio of cu ft of CO per lb carbon

15.1 cuft CC = 15.7 cu.ft CO
1.025 lb lb carbon

5. Ccmbustion

Combustion time

Weight of Charcoal - 1.028 lb.

rate = 1.028/33 = 0.0313 lb carbon
minute
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APPENDIX C

PROCURENTP, SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE
CARBON HEATING UNIT

Cowonent Specificatiorn

1. Fuel Briquettes, 2-inch e.ianeter x 7/8-inch
thick without hickory additive.
Briquettes to be crushed to No. 2 mesh
granules (1/2-inch particle size).
Approximately 1.8 ± .1 pound charcoal
per unit.

Supplier: Quaker Oats Comparg
Chicago, Illiois
Price - $0.o5/pound

2. Stove support Wire members, four required per stove.
Members to be held together with steel
clip. No. 9 gage C1008/1010 grade plain
finish steel wire. Steel clip, 26 gage
comercial quality C.R. steel, C1010
grade steel; temper, half hard; finish
No. 1 dull; edge, slit edge.

Supplier: Anchor Wire Specialty Co.

543 Dixon Street
F.C. Box 290
Homestead, Pa.
Price - $o.1669/M (on
basis of 100,000 stoves)

3 ChineY Roll, Reynolds A. foil, 1235-0 temper
1-1/2 mil thick dry annealed, single
olive drab coat on mat side (3-1/2
pourid per ream, 6500 sq in per 1 pound).
Approximately 10 chiuruiys per pound.

Supplier: Reynolds Metals Co.
Price - $o.969/pound
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Component Specificatiuns

4. Fuel cage No. 2 mesh, 19 gage plain steel welded
wire cloth, 26--ich or 39-.ilch wide rolls
1OO-23O feet long.

Supplier: Wickwire Prothers, Inc.
Cortlard, New York 13046
Price - $9.55/100 sq ft

(on barAs of 1,250,000 cages
or 1,465,0CC 3q ft).

5. Igniter Sheet, 10-1/4 inch x 10-1/4 inch (+
1/16) x O.GlC (- 0.002) inch thick.
Danco Aceta. Strip (Delrin). Scrap
deirin as raw material.

Supplier: Danielson Manufacturing Co.
Danielson, Connecticut
Price - $0.0586 each (on
basis of 1,000,000 sheets)
$C.0637 each (on basis of
500,000 sheets).

6. Reflector Roll, aluminum foil, Reynolds house-
hold type; 12 in. wide x 0.001 gage.

Supplier: Bennett Paper Co.
918 Reckenbach Street
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212
Price - $23.89 per 25 lb
roll (1770 reflectors at
$0.00135 each).

7. Cardboard cover Sheet, 10-1/1 inch x 10-1/4 inch pad,
!25-pound cardboard.

Supplier: Keystone Box Co.
rittsburgh, Pa.
Price - $0.01 each (on
basis of 1000).

8. Plastic bag Polyethylene, 15 inch x 15 inch x
3 mil thick.

Supplier: Ken Covers
Lower Burrell, Pa. 15069
Price.- $22.00/M less 2%
(on basis of 100,000 and
over).
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